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Abstract The Southern Annular Mode (SAM) is the predominant atmospheric variability mode in the
Southern Hemisphere. In this paper, we present the spatial variability results of the SAM pattern for the
period 1979–2018. The SAM‐intrinsic pattern variability analysis is based on the principal component
analysis (PCA), which is carried out for the ERA‐Interim 500 hPa geopotential height (GPH) data set. A
spatiotemporally resolved data set of SAM pattern maps (PCA loadings) is derived by projecting monthly
shifted sub‐sequences of SAM index values (PCA scores) on the corresponding GPH anomalies. The
dominant SAM structure within single pattern fields is mapped automatically and can be interpreted as the
Southern Hemisphere polar front. This data set allows an analysis of the geographical positions of the
characteristic circumpolar SAM structure over four decades and shows considerable variability over space
and time. Five different states of SAM patterns, which are associated with characteristic circulation
anomalies during different phases of the study period, are identified. Station‐based Antarctic temperature
anomalies can be synoptically explained by these circulation anomalies. The overall latitudinal trend of the
SAM pattern indicates an intensification of the meridional structure, especially over the East Antarctic
Southern Ocean. Furthermore, we show that the SAM pattern variability is significantly correlated with the
Pacific Decadal Oscillation and the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation. Composites of 500 hPa GPH
anomalies during the positive and negative phases of the respective indices indicate teleconnections with
Pacific Decadal Oscillation and Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation, and this can explain latitudinal trends of
the SAM pattern.

1. Introduction

The Southern Annular Mode (SAM), also known as the Antarctic Oscillation, is the dominant atmospheric
circulation variability mode in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) (Thompson & Wallace, 2000). In this study,
we use the term SAM even if the cited literature uses Antarctic Oscillation because both parameters repre-
sent the same pattern of SH circulation variability. The SAM index is a time series, which describes the
month‐to‐month variability in the SH extratropical circulation between the low pressure located over polar
latitudes and the relatively high pressure at midlatitudes. The positive (negative) polarity of SAM is inter-
preted as a condition of increased (reduced) pressure gradient between midlatitudes and polar latitudes
(Gong & Wang, 1999; Marshall et al., 2006; Thompson & Wallace, 2000). Thus, the SAM also indicates the
strength of the SH circumpolar flow (Jones et al., 2009). The SAM can be calculated in three different ways.
Gong andWang (1999) calculated the SAM as the normalized pressure gradient between 40°S and 65°S from
gridded data sets. Thompson and Wallace (2000) used principal component analysis (PCA) of gridded mean
sea level pressure (MSLP) and geopotential height (GPH) fields, and they defined the leading principal com-
ponent (first principal component) as the SAM. An observation‐based approach for deriving the SAM is pro-
vided by Marshall (2003). He used pressure data from stations along the Antarctic coast and selected
midlatitude stations. Additional information about the different methods used to calculate the SAM and a
comparison of different SAM time series was given by Jones et al. (2009), Ho et al. (2012), and Fogt and
Marshall (2020). Especially Fogt and Marshall (2020) provide a comprehensive overview over the scientific
understanding and the importance of the SAM in SH climate research and motivate further studies on this
topic in the future.

Temporal trends in the SH pressure fields and the SAM were described by Marshall (2003, 2007) for the per-
iod of 1957–2004 and by Visbeck (2009) for 1970–2005. They found positive trends in the SAM for the austral
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summer (December, January, and February [DJF]) and autumn (March, April, and May [MAM]). For the
period since 1998, Turner et al. (2016) reported the absence of further temperature increases at the
Antarctic Peninsula, which is related to a negative SAM trend during DJF. SAM time series are frequently
used to explain variabilities of near‐surface geophysical parameters dependent on the large‐scale circulation
variability. Van den Broeke and van Lipzig (2004) discussed the influences of the SAM on climate variables
such as temperature, wind, and precipitation. In their study, a high SAM resulted in warming of the
Antarctic Peninsula and cooling over most other parts of the Antarctic continent. Strong circumpolar wes-
terlies mean an intensified advection of oceanic air toward the Antarctic Peninsula, which leads to
above‐average temperatures. In other, more continental regions of Antarctica, such as East Antarctica and
the plateau, a positive SAM leads to reduced meridional air flow resulting in a cooling pattern (Kwok &
Comiso, 2002; Thompson & Solomon, 2002; Van den Broeke & van Lipzig, 2004).

SAM trends are known to be related to stratospheric ozone depletion during the austral spring (September,
October, and November [SON]) (Arblaster & Meehl, 2006). According to Thompson et al. (2011), the
increased SHmeridional temperature gradient observed in the stratosphere due to reduced ultraviolet radia-
tion absorption during the ozone hole season leads to an acceleration of the stratospheric polar vortex. As a
result of dynamical coupling from the stratosphere to the troposphere, the signature of this stratospheric cir-
culation intensification can also be found in the tropospheric SAM (Previdi & Polvani, 2014). In their study,
Previdi and Polvani (2014) described a poleward shift of the troposphere jet and the midlatitude westerly
winds as a circulation‐dynamical result of the thermal influence of the ozone hole. Shindell and
Schmidt (2004) studied the relative influence of ozone depletion and the increase in the amount of green-
house gases in the SH. With their modeling approach, they were able to show that the influence of the ozone
hole dominated the positive SAM trend over the past decades (see also Arblaster & Meehl, 2006, and refer-
ences therein).

Tropospheric factors influencing the Antarctic climate are related to teleconnections from the tropical
Pacific. The Pacific‐South American (PSA) mode describes a Rossby wave train pattern between the tropical
western Pacific and the South American region (Ding et al., 2012). The influence of this mode induces a
strong zonally asymmetric component in the West Antarctic region, whereas the East Antarctic sector
(0–180°) is characterized by a distinct zonal SAM pattern (Ding et al., 2012; Fogt, Jones, et al., 2012).
Marshall and Thompson (2016) examined the influence on Antarctic surface air temperatures for four differ-
ent variability modes. They were able to show that the SAM has a significant influence on Antarctic tem-
peratures on the entire continent throughout the year. Furthermore, they found that the patterns PSA1
and PSA2 have a higher regional influence in the western hemisphere than SAM, except during the SH sum-
mer season. As shown by Clem, Renwick, and McGregor (2016), SAM trends in the Pacific region are signif-
icant in DJF and MAM, whereas positive trends in the Indian Ocean sector are only found during DJF. For
the entire hemisphere, they found positive trends during both DJF and MAM (Clem, Renwick, &
McGregor, 2016). Furthermore, Clem, Renwick, McGregor, and Fogt (2016) provided an estimate of the sea-
sonally varying influence of the SAM and the Southern Oscillation on the temperature variability of the
Antarctic Peninsula. The Southern Oscillation has its highest influence on West Antarctic temperatures in
austral winter (June, July, and August [JJA]) and SON. Nicolas et al. (2017) demonstrated the high potential
of the Southern Oscillation in the Pacific Basin to cause an exceptional warming and melting event in the
West Antarctic region in January 2016. This warming and surface melting in the West Antarctic was also
reported by Scott et al. (2019), and it is favored by an intense Amundsen Sea low during negative SAM
phases. A strong El Niño‐Southern Oscillation (ENSO) teleconnection pattern over theWest Antarctic is also
known for La Niña cases in combination with positive SAM phases and for El Niño events in combination
with negative SAM conditions (Fogt et al., 2011). On longer, multiannual to multidecadal time scales, the
influence of Pacific and Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SSTs) modulates the Antarctic circumpolar circu-
lation and regional Antarctic climate. Motivated by Zhang et al. (1996), Garreaud and Battisti (1999) exam-
ined decadal ENSO‐like signatures in extratropical SH circulation variability. They described that decadal
ENSO‐like variability favors a circum‐Antarctic zonal wavenumber three anomaly pattern along 60°S.
This tropical forcing mechanism was also investigated by Clem and Fogt (2015), who found a Rossby wave
train from the tropical Pacific toward the Ross Sea driven by the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). In
addition to the Pacific teleconnection patterns, Li et al. (2014) showed that Rossby wave trains, originating
in the tropical and northern Atlantic, influence sea ice and temperature around the Antarctic continent
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(see also Li et al., 2015). They linked this Atlantic‐Antarctic teleconnection to changes in the Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO). Kayano and Setzer (2018) also found a multidecadal relation between
AMO‐induced circulation anomalies and temperature variations in Punta Arenas, southern Chile.

The literature cited above provides an overview of the spatial and temporal scales on which circulation vari-
abilities can affect the Antarctic climate. In this study, we investigated the spatiotemporal variability pat-
terns of the SAM in more detail. Seasonal zonal asymmetries of the SAM pattern have been described by
Fogt, Jones, et al., (2012), whereas we focus on spatial variations on multiannual to decadal time scales.
In section 2, we provide an overview of the data sets employed and new methodologies applied to compare
different SAM time series and derive spatiotemporally resolved SAM pattern data. The results of the spatio-
temporal variability of the SAM structure are presented in section 3, which are mainly based on the annu-
larity of the SAM pattern. Our analysis allows for the first time a presentation of the spatiotemporal
variability of the SAM pattern that is oriented on its prevailing circumpolar structure. It is our aim to provide
a holistic view of the essential spatiotemporal properties of this dominant circulation mode of the SH by
using Hovmöller diagrams. With this approach, we visualize variabilities and changes in the SAM pattern
in a more illustrative way. In particular, we can directly assess the annularity of the SAM pattern, whose spa-
tiotemporal variability shows large variations over the past four decades. Based on these initial results, we
identified five dominant SAM structures which occur during different periods of the study period.
Atmospheric circulation composites of the five different clusters were interpreted with respect to their influ-
ence on Antarctic surface temperatures. Furthermore, we analyzed significant spatial trends, which we
interpreted as long‐term shifts of the SAM structure. These changes in the dominant circulation pattern of
the SH were related to the influence of long‐term changes in PDO and AMO.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data Employed

In this study, we used three different reanalysis data sets to derive SAM time series and compare them with
frequently used and freely available SAM time series. The following list provides an overview of these data
sets and their references:

1. ERA‐Interim reanalysis, European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts, Dee et al. (2011).
2. National Centers for Environmental Predictions (NCEP)/National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) reanalysis, Kalnay et al. (1996).
3. JRA‐55 reanalysis, Japanese 55‐year Reanalysis, Japan Meteorological Agency, Kobayashi et al. (2015).
4. SAM by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/Climate Prediction Center (CPC),

CPC of the NOAA.
5. SAM by G. Marshall, British Antarctic Survey, Marshall (2003).

Monthly averaged GPH data of the 500 hPa level, at a spatial resolution of 2.5° × 2.5°, south of 30°S, were
used to derive the SAM time series for the period 1979–2018. Since SAM analyses are usually based on anom-
aly data, the long‐term seasonal signal of the GPH data was removed. For this study, we used the 30 year
reference period, 1981–2010, to calculate the monthly anomaly data. With respect to the meridian conver-
gence and to avoid overestimation of the influence of high polar latitudes, the data fields were weighted
by the square root of the cosine according to their geographic latitudes. In section 3.2., we additionally used
monthly ERA‐Interim 10 m u‐ and v‐wind data at a resolution of 0.5° × 0.5°. The wind anomaly composites
employed also refer to the 1981–2010 reference period. The SAM time series from NOAA/CPC andMarshall
were not edited or manipulated because they were used as reference data sets for comparison with our
PCA‐based SAM analysis of the three different reanalysis data sets.

Antarctic station temperature data were taken from the CRUTEM4 data set, Version 4.6.0.0 (Jones
et al., 2012). Their data set provides a quality‐controlled and regularly updated database for the analysis of
monthly aggregated temperature observations around Antarctica. As not all Antarctic stations cover the
entire study period and data from some contain significant gaps, we only used time series of stations that
contain at least 90% valid data records of the study period from 1979 to 2018. Temperature anomalies were
derived by subtracting long‐term monthly mean values of the reference period 1981–2010 to ensure consis-
tency with the procedure applied for GPH anomaly fields. Figure 1 gives an overview of the Antarctic
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stations and their percentage of valid temperature data records. The map contains the names of geographic
regions as they are referred to in this paper.

In addition to the SAM index time series from the above‐mentioned sources, we employed ocean‐related
variability indices to investigate their possible teleconnections with SH polar circulation variability. Data
of the PDO index were obtained from NOAA's National Centers for Environmental Information (Mantua
& Hare, 2002) and the AMO time series from NOAA's Physics Science Laboratory (Enfield et al., 2001).

2.2. SAM Analysis

Asmentioned in section 1, there are three different approaches to calculate the SAM index time series. Gong
andWang (1999) defined the SAM index, also called the Antarctic Oscillation Index, as the difference of nor-
malized monthly zonal MSLP data between midlatitudes (40°S) and subpolar (65°S) latitudes:

SAM tð Þ ¼ P*
40°S tð Þ − P*

65°S tð Þ: (1)

They used the gridded NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data set to derive the SAM index, whereas Marshall (2003)
carried out the SAM analysis based on six midlatitude stations and six coastal Antarctic stations. Both
approaches directly address the annular meridional pressure gradient between midlatitudes and subpolar
latitudes, whereas the PCA‐based methodology also contains information about the pressure variability at
high and lower SH latitudes. In our study, the SAM was derived by applying an unrotated s‐mode PCA to
obtain a high explained variance for the first principal component. Furthermore, it is necessary to distin-
guish PCAs based on correlation or covariance matrices. Because the input data of GPH anomalies are
measured in the same unit and the variables comprise a homogenous variance range, the use of the
covariance matrix is preferred in this study (Wilks, 2005). According to the definition of a reference period
(see section 2.1), PCA was applied only for the data period from 1981 to 2010 in order to obtain the principal
component‐loading pattern. The loading pattern of the first principal component represents the SAM

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Overview map of Antarctic stations and their percentages of valid monthly data records from January 1979 to December 2018 as they are provided by
the CRUTEM4 data set; and (b) regional map for Antarctic Peninsula stations.
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pattern appearing with the well‐pronounced variability centers between midlatitudes and subpolar latitudes
(see Figure 2a; ERA‐Interim 500 hPa level). This reference pattern is used to derive the SAM time series of
the entire period 1979–2018 by projecting the principal component‐loading pattern onto the monthly GPH
anomaly data. Hereby, the product of the GPH anomaly fieldGPH* of a single time unit tp and the principal
component‐loading pattern PCload is summed up over all grid points ngp:

SAM*
tp ¼ ∑ngp

gp¼1 GPH*
gp; tp · PCloadgp

� �
: (2)

The compiled time series SAM* is standardized relative to the mean SAM*
ref and standard deviationffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Var SAM*
ref

� �r
of the reference period:

SAM ¼ SAM* − SAM*
refffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Var SAM*
ref

� �r : (3)

To highlight long‐term changes in the course of the SAM time series, another statistical assessment was

applied. The cumulative SAM index value for each time unit scSAM*
tp is calculated according to

scSAM*
tp ¼ ∑tp

i¼1SAMtp: (4)

This original time series scSAM* is also standardized relative to the mean scSAM* and standard deviationffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Var scSAM*ð Þp

.

Figure 2a shows the spatial pattern of the leading principal component calculated for the reference period
1981–2010 and the SAM index time series (Figure 2b) for the entire period 1979–2018 for the
ERA‐Interim 500 hPa level. The pattern exhibits the expected feature of opponent pressure variability
between midlatitudes and polar latitudes. A distinct and intense center of variability is located in the
Amundsen Sea, which describes a zonal anomaly compared with the circumpolar structure parallel to the
East Antarctic continent (Fogt, Jones, et al, 2012; Fogt, Wovrosh, et al., 2012; Hosking et al., 2013). The mid-
latitude centers of variability are located over the southwest Atlantic Ocean, centered at 90°E over the Indian
Ocean and in the southeast Pacific. The interpretation of the SAM index time series (blue bars in Figure 2b)

Figure 2. Southern Annular Mode (SAM) analysis of the ERA‐Interim 500 hPa level. (a) The SAM pattern represents the leading principal component‐loading
pattern of the reference period 1981–2010; (b) the SAM index time series is indicated by blue bars, and the cumulative SAM index is represented by the black
solid line. This leading principal component explains 23.4% of the SH 500 hPa GPH variability.
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is limited to certain months or seasons with significant high or low index values. In combination with the
cumulative SAM, phases of positive (red shaded) or negative (blue shaded) SAM conditions can be identified.
The first years—from 1980 to 1983—show amainly negative SAM, indicated by a decrease in the cumulative
SAM. Another period of negative SAM conditions was found in 1991 and 1992. For the Years 1998–2001, the
SAM is predominantly in a positive phase, as is also the case for the period since 2008. For these phases, the
curve of the cumulative SAM shows a continuous increase, which indicates an accumulation of positive
SAM values.

This commonly accepted and widely used analysis approach was extended to an analysis of the spatiotem-
poral variability of the SAM pattern. The SAM pattern PCloadlon,lat is the regression map (in this study

the covariance) of the SAM index time series SAMper and the GPH anomalies GPH*
lon; lat; per for a defined

period per, as shown in Figure 2a for the reference period from 1981 to 2010:

PCloadlon; lat ¼ Cov GPH*
lon; lat; per; SAMper

� �
: (5)

By choosing a smaller regression period per in Equation 5, a spatiotemporally resolved SAM pattern data
set was derived. In this study, the regression window length was 60 months, and it was shifted succes-
sively by 1 month. A regression period length of 60 months was chosen to exclude monthly to multisea-
sonal circulation anomalies related to the ENSO system. In addition, this regression period is short
enough to allow investigations of variabilities on multiannual to decadal time scales. To obtain informa-
tion about the spatiotemporal variability of the SAM pattern (cf. Figure 2a), the transition zone between
midlatitudes and subpolar latitudes was mapped with an automated algorithm that identifies the SAM
pattern regions of minimum covariance. For this purpose, the latitude with the smallest absolute covar-
iance was determined for each longitude on the lat‐lon grid, and thus, a spatiotemporal mapping of the
circumpolar SAM structure was achieved. Since this mapping was performed on the 2.5° × 2.5° grid of
the ERA interim data set, the SAM structures were smoothed using a spline function for the presentation
in Figure 4 (and Appendix A). This transition zone between positive (midlatitudes) and negative (subpo-
lar latitudes) covariance is interpreted as the structure of the SAM pattern and is of specific interest in this
study. Its spatiotemporal latitudinal positions reveal considerable variabilities and trends and will be dis-
cussed in more detail in section 3.

2.3. SAM Assessment

To ensure that the SAMmethod and the ERA‐Interim data set are consistent with the comparable SAM time
series, both SAM and cumulative SAM time series were compared with the SAM data provided by
Marshall (2003) and NOAA/CPC. Figure 3a provides a correlation matrix for the PCA‐based SAM analysis
(see Equations 2 and 3) for the 500 hPa GPH levels of the ERA‐Interim, NCEP/NCAR, and JRA‐55 data sets,
and the SAM time series was provided by the SAM based on 500 hPa GPH gradients between midlatitudes
and polar latitudes (Gong & Wang, 1999, Equation 1). In this assessment, we generally found high correla-
tions with significance at p < 0.001 in a two‐sided t test. The highest correlations for all three PCA‐based
SAM time series of the reanalysis data sets were found for NOAA/CPC's SAM. Their SAM is also based on
PCA, whereas Marshall uses station observations. The other SAM time series represent latitude‐based gra-
dients. Larger differences between the data sets and the different methods become apparent when consider-
ing the time series of the cumulative SAM. Figure 3b shows that the PCA‐based cumulative SAM is
moderately correlated with the cumulative SAM of NOAA/CPC and significantly correlated with the lati-
tude‐based cumulative SAM of the three reanalysis data sets. Only the PCA‐based NCEP/NCAR cumulative
SAM shows moderate correlations with the cumulative SAM of NOAA/CPC. The uncorrelated relationship
betweenMarshall's cumulative SAM and the PCA‐based cumulative SAM is likely caused by different meth-
odologies (station based vs. PCA) and the data used (MSLP observations vs. 500 hPa GPH reanalysis). The
significances in Figure 3a, and especially for the cumulative SAM time series in Figure 3b, were derived
by considering the autocorrelation by a reduction of the degrees of freedom when deriving the correlation
test statistics.

Due to the temporally integrating approach, the cumulative SAM is sensitive to accumulations of higher or
lower values of SAM time series and thus also to trends, whereas the correlation of SAM time series is only a
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measure for the relative relationship between SAM time series. As the correlations of the cumulative SAM in
Figure 3b show, there must be differences in the presence of higher or lower SAM values over time between
the different approaches and between the three data sets used in this study. As mentioned in section 1 and
indicated in Figure 2, a positive trend in the SAM can be observed over the past 40 years. This trend must be
caused by positive trends at midlatitudes and/or by negative trends in subpolar latitudes, especially in the
case of the latitude‐based SAM. Figure 3c shows the 500 hPa GPH trend of ERA‐Interim data
characterized by a significant positive trend at lower midlatitudes and negative (but insignificant) trends
at high midlatitudes and polar latitudes for the reference period 1981–2010. A similar but stronger and
more significant, trend pattern was also found in the NCEP/NCAR data set (Figure 3d). Here, however, a
widespread and strong positive trend in the 500 hPa GPH over the Antarctic continent is detected, which
is indicated in only a small and insignificant region over East Antarctica in the ERA‐Interim data set. The
trend pattern of the JRA‐55 500 hPa level shows positive trends at midlatitudes and polar latitudes but
almost no (and therefore insignificant) negative trend at subpolar latitudes. By comparing the three trend
patterns, the relatively high correlations for the cumulative SAM time series can be explained.
ERA‐Interim shows a positive trend both in midlatitudes and a negative trend in polar latitudes. This trend
is captured by both the PCA‐based and the latitude‐based SAM approaches. The additional positive trends
for NCEP/NCAR and JRA‐55 in high polar latitudes cancel out this generally increasing gradient between
midlatitudes and polar latitudes, and no significant correlations were found for the cumulative SAM time
series. Owing to the strong agreement between the PCA/ERA‐Interim‐based SAM approach,
NOAA/CPC's SAM, and the latitude‐based approach for the three reanalysis, further results in this study
refer to the PCA‐based SAMmethod in combination with the ERA‐Interim data set. Furthermore, other stu-
dies have demonstrated the strong model performance of ERA‐Interim in polar latitudes of the SH
(Bracegirdle, 2013; Bracegirdle & Marshall, 2012).

Figure 3. (a) indicates correlation (Spearman) statistics for the principal component analysis (PCA)‐based SAM time series of three reanalysis data sets, freely
available SAM analysis, and the latitude‐based SAM time series as they were derived by Gong and Wang (1999); (b) the same correlation statistics as in
(a) were used but for the cumulative SAM of the respective SAM time series; (c–e) 500 hPa GPH trends for (c) ERA‐Interim, (d) NCEP/NCAR, and (e) JRA‐55.
Correlations and trends were calculated for the reference period from January 1981 to December 2010. The significance of correlations is the following:
*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, and * p < 0.1. Dotted areas in (c)–(e) indicate the trend significance of the Mann‐Kendall test at p < 0.01.
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3. Results
3.1. Spatiotemporal SAM Pattern Variability

In section 2.2, the main feature of the SAM pattern was described as the transposition zone between regions
of positive and negative covariances. The result of the automated mapping of this zone, hereafter, called
SAM structure, for the period 1979–2018 is shown in Figure 4. According to the regression period length
of 60 months, the time records in Figure 4 refer to the period from July 1981 to June 2016. The Hovmöller
diagram (Figure 4a) displays the latitudinal SAM structure positions dependent on the geographic longitude
and time. Figure 4b shows the zonal variability over all longitudes over time, whereas Figure 4c indicates the
latitudinal SAM structure variability for all longitudes over time. With this evaluation, it can be demon-
strated that the SAM structure exhibits large variations over time and deviates significantly from a circum-
polar and annular structure. As Figure 4a in combination with Figure 4c shows, the most dominant
northward located part of the SAM structure is found in the western hemisphere located around the
Amundsen Sea low (Fogt et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2019). In the Ross Sea and Weddell Sea, we find the most
southern positions of the SAM structure. Twominor, but still significant, regions of latitudinal variability are
located between 0° and 45°E as well as between 120°E and 170°E along the East Antarctic coast. In particu-
lar, the minimum and maximum center positions of the SAM structure vary by a few tens of degrees in

Figure 4. (a) Hovmöller diagram showing the latitudinal positions of the SAM structure dependent on geographic
longitude and time; (b) zonally averaged latitude position of the SAM structure and its minimum and maximum
extent over time; and (c) averaged SAM structure positions over time and their minimum and maximum extents along
longitudes.
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longitude, which indicates remarkable zonal shifts during the investigation period. Figure 4b indicates
different phases when the SAM structure was annularly arranged around Antarctica for relatively short per-
iods around 1982, 1987, 1998–1999, and 2015. Periods of large latitudinal variability were found in 1985,
1990–1997, and 2002–2010.

The Hovmöller diagrams of different seasons are presented in Appendix A. As these additional figures and
further explanations would exceed the scope of the main part of this paper, the most important characteris-
tics and temporal matches with SH Ozone hole anomalies are briefly mentioned in Appendix A.

3.2. Atmospheric Circulation and Temperature Composites

To quantitatively categorize and temporally locate different SAM structure modes (hereafter called clusters),
a k‐means cluster analysis (Hartigan & Wong, 1979) was applied to the SAM structure data set, as shown in
Figure 4a. Here, we used the results for five different clusters (Figure 5a), which explain 77% of the entire
SAM structure variability and have been determined according to the elbow method. Cluster 1 describes
the most annular SAM structure, and Cluster 2 represents an increased meridional component in the
Amundsen Sea region. A dominant zonal wave‐three pattern is indicated by Cluster 3, whereas Clusters 4
and 5 describe a northward shifted SAM structure in the Amundsen Sea region. Cluster 4 shows a slightly
eastward shifted maximum, and Cluster 5 represents a westward shifted maximumwith most southern posi-
tions in the Ross Sea and Weddell Sea. Figure 5b indicates the period when the respective clusters were pre-
sent. Clusters 1 and 2 reoccurred over the entire investigation period, whereas Cluster 3 was only present
between 2009 and 2012, Cluster 4 dominated the years 1990–1996, and Cluster 5 was present between
2004 and 2008.

The varying presence of different clusters was investigated in more detail by calculating atmospheric circu-
lation composites for the respective time sections indicated in Figure 5b. Here, the 500 hPa GPH anomaly
composites and the 10 m wind field data were employed to synoptically interpret Antarctic station tempera-
ture anomalies. Significant regions of the GPH anomaly (p < 0.05) were identified using the Wilcoxon test
and are indicated as dotted regions in Figures 6–8. The mean temperature anomalies of samples according
to the respective cluster composites were tested for significant deviations from zero using the Wilcoxon test.
Figure 6 shows the composites for GPH anomalies (panels a and b), 10 m wind anomalies (panels c and d),
and temperature anomalies for Antarctic stations (panels e and f), as introduced in Figure 1, section 2.1.

Figure 5. (a) Five different modes of the SAM structure derived from a K‐means cluster analysis of the data set shown in
Figure 4a; (b) indicates the sections between 1981 and 2016 when the respective clusters were present.
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Figure 6. Composites for ERA‐Interim 500 hPa GPH anomalies (a and b), ERA‐Interim 10 m wind (c and d), and CRUTEM4 Antarctic station temperature
anomalies (e and f) for Cluster 1 (a, c, and e) and Cluster 2 (b, d, and f). Black wind vectors in (c) and (d) indicate the long‐term average wind field for the
reference period 1981–2010. GPH anomaly significances are based on the Wilcoxon test (dotted areas, p < 0.05), temperature anomaly significances were deter-
mined using the Wilcoxon test, and their significance levels are indicated by different point symbols.
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Although the composites correspond to the time periods of different SAM
structure clusters, the anomaly patterns of the circulation may show sig-
nificant deviations from the “traditional” SAM pattern (Figure 2). The
temporary occurrence of other circulation modes can be expected, since
the SAM is considered to be the dominant, but not the exclusive circula-
tion mode of the SH.

Figures 6a, 6c, and 6e refer to Cluster 1, and Figures 6b, 6d, and 6f show the
composites of Cluster 2. Cluster 1 is characterized by a zonally structured
SAM pattern. The GPH composite shows negative GPH anomalies over
the polar latitudes and high‐pressure anomalies over Australia and New
Zealand, as well as over the southeastern Pacific. In particular, the south-
eastern Pacific anomaly caused a circulation anomaly over the Amundsen
and Bellingshausen Seas, which led to the advection of polar air masses
toward the Antarctic Peninsula, which is indicated by an increased
southwesterly wind anomaly component over the Bellingshausen Sea
(Figure 6c). According to this enhanced advection of cold air, temperatures
are significantly lower around the Antarctic Peninsula when Cluster 1 is
predominant. For East Antarctic stations between 45°E and 135°E, we also
found negative temperature anomalies that were presumably caused by an
increased advection of cold continental air. This advection could be related
to increased cyclonic activity indicated by low‐pressure anomalies over the
East Antarctic continent. Cluster 2 represents a weak zonal wave‐three
anomaly pattern around the Antarctic continent, with an increased
meridional circulation component in the Pacific sector. The GPH compo-
site (Figure 6b) shows no particularly significant anomalies over the
Antarctic continent. A wave train system is found in the Pacific sector,
indicated by alternating but insignificant high‐ and low‐pressure anoma-
lies extending from the east Pacific across the Ross, Amundsen, and
Bellingshausen Seas to the southAtlantic. The negativeGPHanomaly over
the northern Amundsen Sea might have triggered intrusions of maritime
Pacific air, which is indicated by north‐ to northeasterly wind anomalies
around 90°W. In combination with the predominant westerly winds, this
maritime air is transported toward the Antarctic Peninsula and results in
temperatures significantly above normal at Antarctic Peninsula stations.
Temperature anomalies around East Antarctic stations show no signifi-
cant deviations from zero.

The composites of Cluster 3 represent a PSA1 circulation anomaly pat-
tern. The 500 hPa GPH anomaly field is characterized by significant
high‐pressure anomalies over the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans.
This composite also reveals a significant low‐pressure anomaly reaching
from the northern Amundsen Sea, across the Bellingshausen Sea, and into
the Drake Passage between South America and the Antarctic Peninsula.
Corresponding with this distinct GPH anomaly pattern, we found a
10 m wind anomaly pattern as well as significant temperature anomalies
at the Antarctic Peninsula, at the South Pole station, and at McMurdo.
Although the temperature anomaly signals on the Antarctic Peninsula
have different signs (negative at the northern Antarctic Peninsula and
positive at the southern Antarctic Peninsula), they can be explained by
atmospheric circulation. Owing to the low‐pressure and wind anomalies
in the western Drake Passage, air masses are advected from the north or
northeast. In combination with the high‐pressure anomaly over the
northeastern Weddell Sea, we found a considerable easterly wind
anomaly, east of the Antarctic Peninsula. Thus, the relative warm air

Figure 7. Like Figure 6 but for the Cluster 3.
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associated with the low‐pressure anomaly and cold air masses from the Weddell Sea could blend and be
transported toward the northern Antarctic Peninsula. According to the negative temperature anomalies at
the northern Antarctic Peninsula, the advection of cold Weddell Sea air masses was presumably more
effective and caused this northern Antarctic Peninsula cooling period. The positive temperature
anomalies at Faraday/Vernadsky and Rothera can be related to the predominant advection of air from the

Figure 8. Like Figure 6 but for the Clusters 4 and 5.
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north to the south, which leads to positive anomalies at middle and southern Antarctic Peninsula stations.
Furthermore, the significant low‐pressure anomaly over the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas forced the
cyclonic advection of warm air from the northern Weddell Sea toward the Antarctic interior and the South
Pole (see the 10 m wind anomaly pattern between 45°W and 0°). This warming mechanism for the South
Pole was also documented by Clem et al. (2020), who assigned this Pacific wave train pattern to SST
anomalies in the western tropical Pacific. They showed that the strongest South Pole warming event
occurred from 1997 to 2018. Our Cluster 3 period from 2009 to 2012 coincides with their study period and
is probably the period of the strongest South Pole warming. A further correspondence with the results
presented here is found in the study by Turner et al. (2016), who reported an absence of further warming
and even a cooling trend in the Antarctic Peninsula area since 1999. They also relate these negative
temperature anomalies to a significant pressure anomaly over the Drake Passage with the advection of
cold Weddell Sea air masses from the east toward the northern Antarctic Peninsula. Our Clusters 1 and 3

Figure 9. (a) Partial correlation between the SAM pattern data set and the 60 months running mean Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) time series shown as black
solid line in (b). Regions of significant correlation are indicated with black dots (p < 0.1, considering autocorrelation). Gray dashed lines in (b) indicate lower
and upper quartiles, which define phases of positive and negative PDO. The 500 hPa GPH anomaly composites for negative (−PDO, below lower quartile)
and positive (+PDO, above upper quartile) phases of PDO are shown in (c) and (d). Significant 500 hPa GPH anomaly regions (dotted areas in c and d) are based
on the Wilcoxon test (p < 0.05).
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are predominant since 2009, and both clusters are related to negative temperature anomaly composites.
Thus, the temporal occurrences of Clusters 1 and 3 are in strong agreement with the temperature
decrease at Antarctic Peninsula stations discussed by Turner et al. (2016).

In Figure 8, composites for Cluster 4 (panels a, c, and e) and Cluster 5 (panels b, d, and f) are shown.
Cluster 4, characterized by a northeastward shifted SAM structure in the Amundsen Sea, reveals a strong
high‐pressure anomaly over the eastern Ross and western Amundsen Seas. Associated with this strong
high‐pressure anomaly, we found a northward directed air flow from the West Antarctic continent into
the Bellingshausen Sea, which causes, in combination with the circumpolar westerlies, significantly nega-
tive temperatures at Antarctic Peninsula stations. The moderately positive temperature anomaly at
Novolazarevskaya Station cannot be explained from the large‐scale circulation, and all other stations show
no significant temperature anomaly. Composites of Cluster 5, which were predominant during the Years
2004–2008, show significantly positive temperature anomalies for the northern Antarctic Peninsula

Figure 10. (a) Partial correlation between the SAM pattern data set and the 60 months running mean Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) time series
shown as black solid line in (b). Regions of significant correlation are indicated with black dots (p < 0.1, considering autocorrelation). Gray dashed lines in
(b) indicate lower and upper quartiles, which define phases of positive and negative AMO. The 500 hPa GPH anomaly composites for negative (−AMO, below
lower quartile) and positive (+AMO, above upper quartile) phases of AMO are shown in (c) and (d). Significant 500 hPa GPH anomaly regions (dotted areas in
c and d) are based on the Wilcoxon test (p < 0.05).
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stations. The positive Antarctic Peninsula temperature anomalies might be related to a low‐pressure
anomaly over the northern Amundsen Sea between 50–60°S and 100–120°W, where northerly wind
anomalies can be found along 90°W. This wind anomaly might have caused an advection of warmer air
masses into the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas. Thus, the origin of air masses transported with the
westerly winds toward the Antarctic Peninsula was more influenced by midlatitude maritime air than by
Antarctic air masses, which might have caused above normal temperatures. At East Antarctic stations,
the significant low‐pressure anomaly over the western Indian Ocean advected oceanic air toward the
Antarctic continent, which caused above normal temperatures at stations between 45°E and 135°E.

3.3. Pacific and Atlantic Teleconnections With SAM Pattern Variability

We used the PDO and AMO time series from 1979 to 2018 to examine internal climate influences on the
SAM pattern variability on multiannual to decadal time scales. As the studies by Clem and Fogt (2015),
Turner et al. (2016), and Clem et al. (2020) demonstrated, significant correlations can be found between
the tropical Pacific and Antarctic climate. Furthermore, Li et al. (2014) and Li et al. (2015) studied Rossby
wave train coupling between the tropical Atlantic and West Antarctica. In Figures 9 and 10, we examine
the correlation between the SAM pattern variability and the temporally congruent 60 months running mean
PDO and AMO time series. To investigate the correlation between PDO, AMO, and SAM pattern variability
statistically separated, we derived the partial correlation pattern for PDO and SAM pattern (excluding the
AMO‐SAM pattern correlation) shown in Figure 9a. The partial correlation between AMO and SAM pattern
variability is shown in Figure 10a.

Both correlation patterns (Figures 9a and 10a) reveal significant correlations with circum‐Antarctic wave
train patterns of different signs for SAM pattern variability and the PDO and AMO indices, respectively.
For the PDO‐SAM pattern correlation, we find a zonal wave‐two pattern south of 50°S and a zonal
wave‐three pattern for the AMO‐SAM pattern correlation. We interpret these teleconnection patterns as
an indicator of the ocean‐induced influence on atmospheric circulation variability around Antarctica. For
the first half of the study period, PDOwas in its positive phase (cool North Pacific SST) and AMO in the nega-
tive phase (cool north Atlantic SST). The 500 hPa composites for both indices reveal positive GPH anomalies
over the southern Pacific Ocean (Figures 9d and 10c). Such a positive anomaly was also found for Cluster 4
(Figure 8a). This cluster was present from 1990 to 1997, which coincides with years of positive PDO and
negative AMO conditions. During the negative PDO phase (warm central North Pacific SST), which

Figure 11. Spatial trend of the SAM structure pattern between 1981 (solid line) and 2016 (dashed line), estimated by
linear trends calculated along longitudinal sectors of 10° of the data set shown in Figure 4a.
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mainly refers to the period since the late 1990s, we found a significantly deeper Amundsen and
Bellingshausen Seas low (Figure 9c). Cluster 3 also revealed such a GPH anomaly and was identified to drive
positive temperature anomalies over the Antarctic interior. This negative GPH anomaly over the Amundsen
and Bellingshausen Seas in combination with the high‐pressure anomaly over the Pacific (30–45°S) can be
related to the southward trend of the SAM pattern in the central Pacific, as indicated in Figure 11 by the blue
arrows. The composite of the positive AMO (positive sea SST anomalies in the north Atlantic), predomi-
nantly since the mid‐1990s, is related to negative 500 hPa GPH anomalies over East Antarctica, centered
around 45°E and 135°E. These regional pressure anomalies caused a northward trend of the SAM pattern,
as indicated by the red arrows in Figure 11. The seasonal analysis of the SAM structure in Appendix A
(Figure A4) also shows a northward displacement of the SAM structure in JJA around the Year 2015 between
0° and 45°E. Thus, this northward trend can mainly be associated with changes in the SAM pattern during
winter. The southward directed SAM pattern trend in the Atlantic sector is tied to the positive pressure
anomaly between 45°W and 0°. This south Atlantic trend pattern is most likely related to the austral autumn
and winter months as the seasonal SAM structure analysis in Figures A3 and A4 indicate southward displa-
cements in the Weddell Sea sector since 1995 (in MAM) and 2000 (in JJA). The linear trend estimates for
spatial shifts of the SAM structure between 1981 and 2016 for the 10° longitudinal sectors were calculated
on the basis of the data set presented in Figure 4a. The SAM loading pattern in Figure 11 refers to the refer-
ence period 1981–2010, and it is similar to the pattern shown in Figure 2.

4. Summary and Conclusions

The present study has demonstrated that the SAM and its annularity structure varied significantly during the
past four decades. We introduced the cumulative SAM analysis, which was used to highlight seasonal to
multiannual accumulations of positive or negative SAM index values. Furthermore, this statistical assess-
ment served as a sensitive measure for comparing different SAM time series, which depend on different rea-
nalysis data sets and were derived by three different analysis approaches. With the strongest performance
found using the PCA‐based/ERA‐Interim SAM, we derived a spatiotemporally resolved SAM pattern data
set that was analyzed with respect to the SAM pattern structure. The systematic long‐term analysis of the
SAM structure onmultiseasonal to decadal time scales is a novel approach and contributes new insights into
the varying shape of the SAM annularity. With the categorization of different clusters, we found atmospheric
patterns that were used to synoptically explain station temperature anomalies around the Antarctic conti-
nent by SH circulation anomaly patterns. Most frequently, significant temperature anomalies were found
at Antarctic Peninsula stations, depending on the respective cluster (Figures 6–8). This is especially due to
intense pressure anomalies in the south Pacific and in the area of the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas
low. This area of maximum SAM structure variability (see Figure 4) can therefore be regarded as an impor-
tant region of circulation variability that subsequently affects the temperature variability at the Antarctic
Peninsula.

Strong correlations between the SAM pattern variability and oceanic SST anomalies in the northern Atlantic
and northern Pacific, represented by AMO and PDO, indicated interhemispheric teleconnection patterns.
Such couplings by SST induced Rossby wave trains have been reported in other studies (Clem et al., 2020;
Li et al., 2014, 2015; Turner et al., 2016). In the Pacific sector, the influence of PDO, especially on the
Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas low, and thus on the Pacific pattern variability of SAM, is predominant.
In the south Atlantic and in areas of the East Antarctic, spatial trends in the SAM pattern were related to
GPH anomalies, which are significantly correlated with the positive AMO phase. Since 1979, the signs of
PDO and AMO have reversed from a cooler (+PDO, −AMO) to a warmer phase (−PDO, +AMO) at about
the same time in the middle/late 1990s. The associated GPH anomalies of SH could explain spatial trends
in the SAM pattern. Furthermore, the intensification of the pressure gradient between midlatitudes and
polar latitudes, shown in Figures 9c and 10d, could also explain the positive trend of the SAM in recent dec-
ades. Owing to the significantly different periodicities of PDO (15–25 years; Mantua & Hare, 2002) and AMO
(60–75 years; Schlesinger & Ramankutty, 1994), a non‐uniform change in these important climate para-
meters occurred for the first time during the modern satellite era since 1979. In 2014, the PDO changed its
signal from negative to positive phase. Therefore, it might be of interest for future work on SH climate varia-
bility to consider the possible influences of PDO and AMO and their different signs.
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Appendix A: Seasonal SAM Structure Variability
Seasonal evaluations of SAM structure variability (Hovmöller diagrams) are presented in this appendix.
They were prepared using the same methodology as described in section 3.1 and shown in Figure 4. To show
possible temporal correlations with the ozone hole, which is an important component in the SH climate sys-
tem, data of the Ozone hole extent were added for the austral spring and summer season (source: Ozone
watch, NASA).

As described in other studies before (e.g., Fogt, Jones, et al, 2012), we also find the most annular SAM struc-
ture in DJF (Figure A2) and the largest meridional variability in JJA (Figure A3). Although the methodology
used here was not primarily developed to investigate the relationship between ozone and the SH circulation,
we also found temporal matches between the extent of the ozone hole and our SAM structure variability.
Between 1979 and 1985, when the area of the ozone hole was small, the zonal SAM structure during DJF
was predominantly zonal with only low latitudinal variability (Figure A2b). Another interesting period with
a reduced zonal SAM structure variability can be found around the Year 2002 during SON (Figure A1). In
2002, the small extent of the ozone hole (associated with a sudden stratospheric warming event and split
of the polar vortex; Hio & Yoden, 2005) coincides with a more annular SAM pattern structure. Due to the
applied regression approach over 5 years (60 months), such events on monthly to seasonal time scales could
only be detected very imprecisely. Nevertheless, these first insights can serve as motivation to further
develop the analysis approach for studies on seasonal time scales.

Figure A1. (a) Hovmöller diagram showing the latitudinal positions of the SAM structure dependent on geographic
longitude and time for SON; (b) zonally averaged latitude position of the SAM structure in SON and its minimum and
maximum extent over time; and (c) averaged SAM structure positions over time and their minimum and maximum
extents along longitudes in SON.
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Figure A2. Same analysis like Figure A.1 but for austral summer (DJF).
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Figure A3. Same analysis like Figure A.1 but for austral autumn (MAM).
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Data Availability Statement

All data used in this work are freely available: ERA‐Interim reanalysis, European Centre for Medium‐
Range Weather Forecasts (https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/datasets/reanalysis‐datasets/era‐interim);
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, National Center for Atmospheric Research of the National Centers for
Environmental Predictions (https://psl.noaa.gov/data/reanalysis/reanalysis.shtml); JRA‐55 reanalysis,
Climate Prediction Division of the Japan Meteorological Agency (https://jra.kishou.go.jp/JRA‐55/index_
en.html); CRUTEM4 station temperature data, Met Office Hadley Centre, and the Climatic Research
Unit at the University of East Anglia (https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/crutem4/data/download.
html); G. Marshall, SAM data (https://legacy.bas.ac.uk/met/gjma/sam.html); NOAA/CPC, SAM data
(https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/); PDO index, NOAA's National Centers for Environmental Information
(https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/teleconnections/pdo/); AMO data, NOAA's Physics Science Laboratory
(PSL, https://psl.noaa.gov/data/correlation/amon.us.data); and Ozone hole extent (in Appendix A),
Ozone Watch of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA, https://ozonewatch.gsfc.
nasa.gov/statistics/annual_data.html).
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